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Harold Weisberg 
Rt. 8, Frederick, Md. 21701 
1/24/75 

Dear Patti, 

I'd appreciate it if you could get me copies of all the current hearings into the CIA's improper (I do not say alleged because I, prosonally have proofs) activities. I have the Helms confirmation hearings of about two years ago. 
I send the enclosed letter to Mao through you so you can read it first and so that you can forward it to whatever staffer should read it., 
As always, thanks. 

I sure am glad Mao is to be on the select committee! His study of authoritarianism, which I consider much more significant than seems to have been recognised, may be very helpful to him in this new duty. 
Of course I have no way of knowing what the committee will go into or how well the staff will work, but I do have more than a glimmer of the possibilities. From this I believe Mao will have an opportunity to become even more of asnational figure than his fine work has already made him. 

Sincerely, 

Harold Weisberg 



co, divitaAa-( 
1/24/75 

Dear Mac, 

If I do not for a moment believe you are unaware of the problems serving on 
the select coomittee on the CIA brings you, as wall as the opportunities it provides; 
and if I am without doubt about the degree of sophistication you take to this new 
obligation, I do feel that there may wen be hazards of which you may have no inkling  
as well am faot that "Should be investigated that to date has not been even Indicated. I do hope the resolution covers more than the CIA and TIM for the military was 
never really investigated when the Brvin suboosa3ittee went into it years ago. A fair amount of what proofs I have developed comes from 'situations in which in 
the past you tried to help me. 

Lou will remember that she staked your father to consult me when a client, the 
Rockville sand de Gravel Co., was being sued for dynamite damage that was not dynamite 
damage. My records of aonio boom damage may have been helpful in winning that case, for 
I testified from theme records. You may or may not remeiber that you tried to help me 
get relief from the sonic booms that distressed your boys, than infants, as well as my 
ihickens and L41. Well, I finally gat a lawyer I was finally able to persuade to file 
for discovery prior to the eettlesent of our suit and in this I discovered that the 
Air Fora., of all things, had a special file on me amide from that relating to the 
claims I made. Well, what business do they have having any kind of speoial'file on me? 
And what business did they have referring others to it when I made a claim? The U.S.Attorney lied when we asked for this file on discovery, saying it did 
not exist. The discovery material identified it completely. There was a settlement before 
I mould press this to its conclusion, but I may get it by other mains. It may or may not 
be relevant. I think it probably is. I know a man who was one of these countless domestic 
military spooks and they spied on everyone, even each other. He served in Maryland. When 
last I saw him he worked in Frederick. To give you the flavors he had to go to work once 
several hours early. He maug't another military agent tapping the phones of his unit. Be 
threw his pistol on the intruder and his unit kept the fellow solider prisoner all day. After your at 	in the summer of 1965 you read the manuscript of my first book 
and tried to help me with U. You found considerable resistance one place you went but 
succeeded in having a grudging invitation extended to me. I have wondered since why I 
got the kind of unsieloome reception I received and since I have been alert to explanations. 
This is one of the areas where I think you may develop personal problems from your new 
duty. I'll explain it to you if you want so to. And I do think it relates to an only partly 
exposed operation where I have done such work and do have solid proofs. It you become 
interested in this I want you to know that people oan be hurt but that a subpoena can 
eliminate that hart. I can tell you where and on whom to serve a duoes teem subpoena 
and what it will lead to. Tom should clearly understand that it is hairier than you can 
have any reason to believe and quite sensational. And that in this I am jeopardizing a 
book I've had almost drafted sines I had to lay the conclusions aside in September for 
my work on the Rmy oases and then with the new book. (I do hope you've had time to read 
the transcript. I did not tell the whole Russell story in it.) While I oonld encapsulate this for you, I do not think that would be satisfactory. 
think you should know the story as fully as I can tell it. It spiders out considerably. 

Into many Watergate aspects and with a number of Watergate figures. It leads to a man you 
once offered to introduce as to. I feel ellipsis La necessary in your interest for the 
moment and I fear you waft recall back to your House days. But once we met in the 
room Members have for meeting people and this man, who figured in the work I was then 
doing, was there. He has since become considerable more prominent. Andy Kopkind was also 
there and you introduced us. You offered to introduce me to this important Member and 
I had no desire for it. 



Tou were such acre so Matiosted then I back in those days about a decade agp. I was 
sore trusting qnd unwilling to believe there oould be the excesses now partly pablio. Ton may not reeeabax it but you f1aa11.y said that as soon as I left a publisher's office a federal agent wallasd in. That say or any not have happened but other things did. 

At two of the publ{ "ring  bons.. reoentlry identified as having OIL connection. I Mae told by the top editorial people that spifirst book would be a beat-seller but there was a rejection. Thos. are Prasgar and McKay. The editorial chief at McKay was a former OBS (headquarters) san who la ew . free the first job I did in OSS, although we had never sat. Hie letter predicting the book would be a bests-seller la see of those on the inside back cover of 3(hri tawa.  There are other publishers there say be reason to believe were with CIA involveenta in those days. And not only publishers, in Ong. I believe that one CIA operation had to do with pavrventing publication, what you suspected of the I'm 10 years ago. I have narras, addresses and other leads for you. One of the names is now know throughout the world. 

Not long after eOr work attracted international attention I learned of a still u-r-esposed type of saperfioially legitimate CIA domestic aurveilano.. They bed, whether or rent it still exists, a cover for this and they used aomderial service.. Bare I can pro-duos and identify witiesses, have tranaorri$s and tapes of conversations, Mil. rendered, checks in payment, carbon of what I. said that were ordered and paid for, envelopes in which checks were sailed - the whose bit. Yale it was all clandestine, all of what I have I obtained properly. The na4rnem1 manger of this oosmaroial service actually told se, with Jis linear hearing it, that I have or hold "the all-tine track record" for CIA interest. K. diaolosed also an intiaate knowledge of ape work end the CIA's interest in it as well as their strong reaction to it. 
I have been venting to do something about this, reording it as a serious intrusion into sy ?irstr-Aeaendaent rights. itil recently it has not been possible. But these Meeks ago Jier Leear x4 I ass CIA gaieIial  counsel Narnor. Me played pea with us, I told his so, only ore politely, gave Mn leads to check, and he was supposed to have been back in touch with us. If theme is not sane eatiefaotory redress of this grievance we propose suing. If they do not deliver what I have asked for under the Preedom of Infosation law 'we will sae for that, too. Aid here I have copies of some and proofs, so it should not be a complete futility. I think it can provide the means for bringing sore to light, through discovery. 
We should also be able to taros some interesting depositional If we have i0, we are not unwilling to try. 

The intervdnging of foreigp and national or domestic activities is teething else of which you ogBht be aware because the pretext for secrecy and sometimes the cover is fox'--eign activity, acai4ered proper. I have enough hers to leave no doubt at all, specifics names Had addresses. 
I as sore then pleased that you will be part of it because this new lnveatistion goes to the integrity of society end is another aspect of the creepdng authoritarieaieu than has long interested you. I as also delighted at the opportunity it gives you. We do wish you the beat of luck and offer any help possible. 
If you want to talk to s about this, please let me know. 

Our best to you all, 

Herald Weisberg 


